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Light-scattering study of slow and fast dynamics in a strong inorganic glass former
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The dynamic properties of glassy and liquid As2O3 are investigated over a wide temperature range, in both
the microscopic and macroscopic time domains by Brillouin scattering~BS! and photon correlation spectros-
copy ~PCS!. The two characteristic properties of sound propagation, velocity, and attenuation were found to
exhibit considerable, although unexpected, changes very close to the glass transition temperatureTg . The
high-frequency density fluctuations were quantitatively treated using a phenomenological formulation for the
corresponding memory function, which considers both slow and fast processes. The obtained viscoelastic
parameters were found to follow physically acceptable temperature dependencies. Both density and orientation
autocorrelation functions show a very narrow distribution of relaxation times with a shape parameter close to
0.8. The peculiarities of the sound-velocity and the sound-absorption coefficient as well as the comparison
between the PCS and the BS relaxation times confirmed the existence of two relaxation processes differing by
10 orders of magnitude nearTg . The difference in activation energies, for the fast process, between strong and
fragile glasses is discussed on the basis of the stability of asymmetric double-well potentials over a relaxation
period. Evidence is provided conforming to the two fluid model predictions, invoking long-range density
fluctuations. Pseudotransformations of chemically and topologically ‘‘acceptable’’ structures seem to be the
driving force for low-energy excitations in network bonded glasses.@S0163-1829~99!02446-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years the inability of an adequate und
standing of many features accompanying glass formatio
well as the glassy state itself has become evident.1 This in-
complete knowledge concerns both dynamical and struct
aspects of the amorphous materials. Older theoretical
proaches and experimental techniques have been mod
and new ones have been developed,2 intending to shed more
light on the mechanisms underlying the vitrification proce
in amorphous solids. The apparent similarity in the behav
of disordered systems with different chemical nature
been exploited by many phenomenological attempts. Univ
sality arguments are frequently adopted when certain
namical properties appear to follow similar behavior obey
the same law~s!. Albeit a unique description of all salien
features of the amorphous state is today not possible,
mode coupling theory2~a! ~MCT! and the coupling scheme fo
relaxation appear to account for certain experimental fi
ings regarding mainly the dynamic properties;2~b! although
the former has been subjected to serious criticism.3 Further,
new information on the distribution of the primary relaxatio
times, the presence of fast dynamics associated with g
transition and the length scale dependence of the glass
namics in confined geometry,1~a! enrich the phenomenolog
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~22!/15131~12!/$15.00
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of the complex behavior of viscoelastic fluids.
The phenomenology of glass dynamics has emer

mainly from experiments on organic~molecular or macro-
molecular! glass formers, which mainly fall into the catego
of fragile glasses; a classification based on the rate of
crease of fluidity with temperature. Alternatively, few e
periments on strong glasses have appeared so far, reve
an additional fast process in the vicinity ofTg .4~a!,5 It is
worth noticing that the interpretation of the fast dynamics
the MCT approach in Ref. 4~a! encounters problems whe
additional light scattering data4~b! are put in focus. It has also
been stated that the fastb process of MCT cannot be seen
the correlation functions measured by PCS in the time ra
0.1ms– 103 s.4~c! Moreover, the phenomenology of the ma
structural~a! process in strong glasses compared to tha
the fragile counterparts is not yet established. The mult
laxational nature and the change of thea-relaxation time
over a broad dynamic range, necessitates the use of m
different spectroscopic techniques. Light scattering is a s
able tool for studying amorphous systems, due to its abi
to probe both density and orientational fluctuations ove
significant frequency range, however at low values of
wave vectorq.

The objective of this paper is to present information
the dynamic and structural nature of both the primary and
15 131 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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fast process of As2O3, a strong glass with directional bond
and covalent networklike structure, employing two dynam
light-scattering techniques, Brillouin scattering~BS!, and
photon correlation spectroscopy~PCS!. In what follows we
present a short background on dynamic light scattering~Sec.
II A !, and on the most important information related to t
structure of As2O3 existing up to now~Sec. II B!. Sections III
and IV contain the experimental details and the way that d
have been analyzed, correspondingly. The results and
discussion are presented in Sec. V in the spirit of rec
models and phenomenologies concerning the glass trans
problem. Finally, a summary is presented in Sec. VI, inclu
ing the most significant conclusion that can be drawn fr
this study.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Dynamic light scattering

It is well established that light scattering is caused
spontaneous local variations in the dielectric consta6

These variations are the result of fluctuations in temperat
density, orientation of molecules, and concentration in
case of mixtures. Density and orientation fluctuations p
vide the dominant contribution to the scattered light in on
component systems. The choice of the proper scattering
ometry enables one to measure the polarized~VV ! or
depolarized~VH! scattered intensity. The former is asso
ated with the density and the later with the orientation flu
tuations. Orientational or anisotropic contribution is also
volved in the polarized part of the scattered intensity.

Two basic mechanisms are employed to account for
origin of the depolarized scattered light. One relates to
nonzero off-diagonal elements of the fluctuation polariza
ity tensor,7 usually termed permanent optical anisotrop
whereas the other regards the dipole-induced dipole me
nism ~second-order scattering! as the dominant contribution
for the VH scattering.8~a! The former dominates when mate
rials containing intrinsically highly anisotropic molecules a
considered. A recent review of the difference in interpre
tion of depolarized light scattering and experimental cons
erations can be found in Ref. 8~b!, where data from optically
anisotropic molecular liquids are discussed.

The spectrum of the isotropic component consists of t
central lines and the Brillouin doublet shifted symmetrica
around the frequency of the incident light. One unshifted l
~Rayleigh peak! due to entropy fluctuations is always prese
and usually accounts for a small fraction of the central pe
The second unshifted line~Mountain peak! due to structural
relaxation~for viscoelastic fluids! can be resolved under ce
tain conditions. The Brillouin doublet due to propagati
pressure fluctuations is shifted tovB56cBq with q
5(4pn/l0)sin(u/2) wherecB is the sound velocity,u is the
scattering angle,n is the refractive index of the medium, an
l0 is the excitation light wavelength.

The propagation of density fluctuations is accompan
by dissipation in their energy content. Entropy fluctuatio
are diminished due to heat-diffusion processes, while p
sure fluctuations or sound waves are mainly subjected
viscous dissipation. The inverse of the Brillouin peak lin
width ~full width at half maximum!, GB5aBcB /p, is a mea-
sure of the phonon lifetime;aB being the sound-attenuatio
c
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coefficient. Temperature, as expected, plays a dominant
on the sound-wave characteristics; thus the increase of
perature results in a decrease in the hypersound velocity,
to a softening of the elastic constants of the medium and
to the dispersion. The sound attenuation passes throu
maximum atTmax, as the temperature evolves aboveTg , and
finally decreases to low values in the normal liquid state. T
maximum in the attenuation coefficient at a given frequen
vB , and the strong decrease in the speed of the sound
nalize the onset of arelaxation process. Such a process oc
curs when energy is exchanged with a high ratet21 between
structural units and propagative sound waves. Energy
transferred from the internal degrees of freedom to tran
tional motion modifying the phonon characteristics. The
fore, an amount of information concerning details even o
molecular scale can be gained by measuring hypers
properties of viscous liquids. The inverse of the Brillou
shift frequency atTmax is a good estimate for the structur
relaxation time characterizing the processvBt;1.

Brillouin scattering has been extensively used to elucid
the dynamic behavior of organic materials.7 In contrast, in-
organic glass formers have received less attention by me
of this technique. Inorganic materials studied inclu
3KNO3-2Ca~NO3!2 ~CKN!,9,10 KCl-2BiCl3,

11 SiO2,
12

B2O3,
13,14 ZnCl2,

15–17 GeSBr2,
18 LiCl- xH2O,19 xZnCl2-(1

2x)ZnBr2 (x50, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1),20 ZnCl2-MCl (M
5Li, Cs),20 RCl3-AlCl3 (R5Gd, La).21 Quitmann and co-
workers were the first that compared their data with v
coelastic theory formulated in a Mori-Zwanzig ansatz.17 By
employing two relaxation channels they found no system
deviations from the predictions in the whole intervalvt
,1,51,.1. They connected also the strength of the sl
channel to the nonergodicity factor of the MCT in its pr
mary version. In the case of GeSBr2 they showed that
stretching~nonexponential! effects can be also revealed b
fitting the Rayleigh-Brillouin spectrum.18 More recently,
Cummins and co-workers have exploited the advantage
tandem multipass interferometer to obtain high-resolut
spectra.8~a!,22,23 The procedure they followed in analyzin
their data is again a generalized hydrodynamic approach
an attempt to predict the spectrum by using an approxim
form of the MCT they found only qualitative agreement19

For long-wavelength density fluctuations the nonergodic
factor of MCT, and consequently the critical pointTc , could
be determined by the limiting high-~Brillouin! and low-~ul-
trasonic! frequency sound velocities.24 Further testing of this
prediction,22,23has shown that the critical temperature can
reliably estimated by Brillouin scattering only if the memo
function for the density fluctuations could be determined
dependently. The relaxation times obtained by the gene
ized hydrodynamics analysis suffer by a dramatic undere
mation as the temperature is lowered toTg . This finding
indicates that fast relaxation should not be neglected i
memory function model.8~a! The shortcoming for such analy
ses that are able to predict line shapes is the fact that
models used are overparametrized; thus resulting to hig
correlated values subjected to errors. From the experime
point of view the necessity of the generalized hydrodynam
becomes evident where the fit of three Lorentzians~Rayleigh
plus Brillouin lines! fails.
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From a different point of view, Kieffer and co-worker
have used high-resolution Brillouin scattering to study n
work forming oxide glasses.14,25–27 By probing structural
changes in these systems, caused by either varying the
perature or by disrupting the structure adding alkali ox
modifiers, they were able to calculate the high-frequen
complex mechanical moduli and thus to propose disti
mechanisms based on a molecular level to explain the st
tural relaxations in these systems.

In the high-frequencyvBt@1 limit, which is satisfied at
low temperatures nearTg , the Mountain~structural! relax-
ation is coupled to the nonoscillatory Rayleigh mode and
be best studied by photon correlation spectroscopy~PCS!
over a broad time range (1027– 103 s). The strong tempera
ture dependence of the relaxation time in this interval rend
the dynamic behavior of the systems significant and nece
tate the use of PCS which is capable to monitor the dra
temperature evolution of dynamic properties. Besides,
data obtained by PCS can be directly treated to give
width of the distribution for the relaxation times without b
ing subjected to assumptions that could lead to misinter
tation of the data. This emerges from the rather simple th
parameter fitting used to the correlation function, as will
explained later. PCS probes both density and orienta
fluctuations depending on the selected scattering geom
The isotropic part of the correlation function is associa
with entropy fluctuations that obey diffusive law and wi
the structural relaxation. On the other hand, the anisotro
part of the correlation function contains information conce
ing the orientational dynamics that arise mainly from flu
tuations in the molecular optical anisotropy, as has b
mentioned previously. Both reorientation and shear tran
tional motion contribute to the depolarized dynamic ligh
scattering spectrum. The coupling between these two co
butions renders the interpretation of the VH intensity qu
complex. PCS has been mainly applied on amorphous p
mers and molecular glass formers in order to investigate d
sity, concentration, and orientation fluctuations. Only a f
PCS studies in inorganic glasses@mixed alkali-silicate
oxides,28 zinc halides,29 CKN,30 B2O3 ~Ref. 31!# have ap-
peared in the literature so far. In particular, structural rel
ation studies on strong glasses, which can be more ea
found in inorganic than polymeric amorphous materials,
rare.5

B. Structural aspects of As2O3

Many experimental investigations have been devoted
the study of the different modifications of As2O3 during the
last decades. The reason for this is provided by the struct
peculiarities that this system exhibits.32 In this part we
shortly survey on the various structural studies of the am
phous state.

Arsenic trioxide exists in the solid state with three diffe
ent crystalline modifications; the molecular arsenolite a
the layered forms claudetite I and II, which bear a clo
resemblance. The melt-quenched glass is a stable colo
amorphous solid with a refractive indexn'1.8 and a glass
transition temperature atTg5160 °C.33 It has been claimed
that the very high viscosity far above the melting point in
cates that the bonding of the atoms in the melt resembles
-
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in claudetite.32 Thus, rings with six and most probable wit
less and more members can be formed in the glass
maybe in the activated condensed phase.

Comparison of the x-ray-diffraction data between vitreo
As2O3 and the two crystalline phases, arsenolite and clau
tite, has revealed a close resemblance between the glas
claudetite I.32 A reexamination of the glass structure wi
x rays having a better resolution led to the conclusion t
the local structure, including two adjacent coordination po
hedra, can be better described by a new type of layer c
posed of three-membered rings of AsO3 units.34

A complete vibrational study of all the different phases
As2O3 has long ago been performed.35 It was suggested tha
glassy and liquid arsenic trioxide have both the same n
worklike structure where bridging oxygen atoms link pyr
midal units.35~a!,35~b! The pyramidal angle O-As-O was foun
larger than that in the crystals by an amount of about 20
The data were interpreted in a way leading to the conclus
that the structure of the glass and that of claudetite be
close resemblance. This speculation was further suppo
by an extended x-ray-absorption fine structure study, co
paring data from the glass and the two crystalline phase36

No evidence for arsenolitelike entities was found in t
glass,36~a! and furthermore, the interpyramidal As-O-As bon
angle was concluded to remain unchanged in the glas
well as the crystal phases,36~b! in accordance with the find
ings of the Raman study.35

Additional analysis on the Raman spectra revealed
necessity for invoking both arsenolitelike and claudetitel
structures in order to account for the complete set of vib
tional bands.37 Along with the same lines was a comput
relaxation analysis of a continuous random network mode
glassy As2O3.

38 It was conjectured that the pyramidal ang
O-As-O is not significantly different from that found in th
crystalline modifications after a comparison of the expe
mental and the simulated radial distribution function with t
second computed for both 98° and 114° O-As-O bo
angles. Diffraction data employing neutrons were interpre
as a confirmation of the fact that claudetitelike regions do
have to be considered for a description of the gla
structure.39

The above survey on the vitreous and liquid state
As2O3 made clear an existing ambiguity in the literature co
cerning the structural features of these states. Apart from
ultrasonic relaxation study at low temperatures deep in
glassy state there have been, to our knowledge, no o
attempts to investigate the dynamic characteristics for
system.40 The fact that an elucidation of the dynamic aspe
of the glassy and the supercooled state are intimately ass
ated with the structural ones, especially for network-ty
structures, has led us to perform a dynamic light-scatter
experiment on arsenic trioxide—in the macroscopic as w
as in the microscopic time domain—trying to shed more
sight into the bimodal relaxation pattern that the syst
exhibits.5

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation

The purification procedure followed in order to obta
high-quality arsenic trioxide~Merck! have been describe
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15 134 PRB 60S. N. YANNOPOULOS, G. N. PAPATHEODOROU, AND G. FYTAS
previously.35~b! The optical cells, fused silica tubes with 1
mm o.d.–8 mm i.d., after carefully cleaning, were load
with the chemical and were flame sealed under vacuum.
samples were kept at about 400 °C for several hours until
disappearance of the bubbles formed during the melting
filtration process of the present system is impossible du
the extremely high viscosity of the melt even at temperatu
far above the melting point.41 However, high-purity samples
were prepared by subliming the As2O3 directly into the op-
tical cells.

B. Fabry-Perot interferometry

For the Brillouin-scattering experiment the monochr
matic radiation was thel05488-nm line emerging from an
Ar1-ion laser ~Spectra Physics, 2040! operating in single
mode with a stabilized power of about 200 mW. Measu
ments were performed at right-angle scattering in the po
ized ~VV ! geometry. The incident beam was polarized by
Glan prism and the scattered light was analyzed by a G
Thompson prism~Halle, Berlin! with an extinction ratio bet-
ter than 1027. The resolving element was a plane piezoel
tricaly scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer~FPI! ~Burleigh
RC-110! used in a single pass arrangement. The interfero
eter had mirrors with flatnessl/200, 50 mm in diameter
reflectivity of about 0.98, and was driven by an extern
voltage produced by a ramp generator~Burleigh RC-43!. A
stabilization system~Burleigh Das-10! was controlling the
FPI by locking the position of the Rayleigh and readjusti
the mirrors parallelism in every scan maintaining thus
maximum finesse. The analyzed light was focused o
200-mm pinhole and imaged onto the cathode of a cooled
220 °C photomultiplier~Thorne-EMI! having a very low
dark current. Photon counting electronics converted
transferred the signal to a computer where an acquisi
interface board~Accuspec-CANBERRA! was recording the
spectra with a scan rate 2 s. Measurements were comp
when a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio was reached, usu
at 200 scans. The free spectral range was set at 25.56
giving a good resolution of the Brillouin peaks in the who
temperature range. Despite of the fact that the contrast
single pass interferometer is less than 103 and also that inor-
ganic glasses exhibit usually too strong elastic scattering
this work high resolution spectra were recorded with a
nesse better that 75 reflecting the high purity of our samp
and hence limited parasitic elastic light.

Polarized Rayleigh-Brillouin spectra of arsenic trioxid
were recorded in the glassy, supercooled, and liquid stat
to 500 °C. This upper limit of the investigated range is pos
by a rapid increase of the vapor pressure of As2O3 as the
temperature evolves, with the danger of explosion of the
tical cell. Typical spectra are displayed in Fig. 1, represe
ing the three different states of the system. Magnificat
factors for the Brillouin component are included reflecti
the rather low value of the Landau-Placzek ratio,I R/2I B ,
with I R and I B being the integrated intensities of the Ra
leigh and Brillouin lines, respectively.

C. Photon correlation spectroscopy

The correlation functionsG(t) of the polarized light-
scattering intensity were measured at a scattering angu
he
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590° in the supercooled region 200–300 °C, e.g., in the te
perature range where thea process was effectively into th
time window of the technique. The light source was
argon-ion laser~Spectra Physics 2020! operating in single
mode at 488 nm with a stabilized power of about 200 m
The incident radiation was polarized vertically with respe
to the scattering plane using a Glan polarizer. The scatte
light was analyzed by a Glan-Thomson polarizer~Halle, Ber-
lin! with an extinction coefficient better than 1027, allowing
thus the detection of vertical~V! and horizontal~H! compo-
nents and the measurement of the corresponding correla
functionsGVV(t) andGVH(t).

Polarized and depolarized~density and orientation! auto-
correlation functions were measured on a broad time s
~almost nine decades, 1026– 103 s! with a full multiple taut
digital correlator~ALV-5000/FAST! with 280 channels. Ar-
senic trioxide used in this study seems to be dust-free
optically homogeneous displaying thus only intrinsic sc
tered light. Hence, under the assumption of homodyne c
ditions, the desired normalized electric field time-correlati
function g(t) is related to the recordedG(t) by the relation,

G~ t !5A@11 f * uag~ t !u2#, ~3.1!

whereA describes the long-delay-time behavior ofG(t) and
f * represents an instrumental factor obtained experiment
from measurements of theGVV(t) from dilute PS/CCl4 solu-
tions (f * 50.5). The parametera is a measure of the fraction

FIG. 1. Rayleigh-Brillouin spectra of glassy, supercooled, a
liquid arsenic trioxide. The baselines are offset for better visibili
Magnification factors are also included reflecting the rather l
value for the Landau-Placzek ratio as described in the text.
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PRB 60 15 135LIGHT-SCATTERING STUDY OF SLOW AND FAST . . .
of the total scattered light with correlation times longer th
about 1026 s. Figure 2 shows polarized and depolarized
tensity net correlation functions@G(t)/A21#/ f * at 240 °C.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Rayleigh-Brillouin spectroscopy

Polarized Brillouin spectra provide the dynamic structu
factorS(q,v) at low wave numbers. The form ofS(q,v) for
such long-wavelength density fluctuations has been theo
cally predicted for systems composed from molecules w
internal degrees of freedom.42 If the thermal diffusivity mode
~Rayleigh line! is not taken into account then the dynam
structure factor can be cast in the form

S~q,v!5
2v0q2

v2 Im@v22q2c0
22 ivq2FL~q,v!#21,

~4.1!

wherev0 is the thermal velocity,c0 is the adiabatic sound
velocity, and FL(q,v) is the Fourier transform of the
FL(q,t), the memory function for the longitudinal kinemat
viscosity. Until FL(q,v) is specified explicitly no approxi-
mation is being involved. Thus, the specific features of
problem under study should be incorporated in the model
tion of the memory function. Various models have been
far utilized for FL(qv), including single exponential relax
ation, stretching effects, empirical forms, slow and fast p
cesses.

In our case we have to modelFL(qv) so as to accoun
for both the fast and slow process. Such a phenomenolog
ansatz has been previously made by using a weighted su
two terms representinga andb relaxation in analyzing Bril-
louin data for an organic glass former.43 However, in the
case of As2O3 the contribution of the slow process has
negligible effect on the Brillouin linewidth for the whol
temperature range studied, since the PCS data indicate
structural relaxation is effectively frozen at suc
temperatures.5 Following the procedure of Ref. 43 th
memory function for the longitudinal kinematic viscosity ca
be written as

FIG. 2. Density and orientation autocorrelation functions
As2O3 at 240 °C Inset: Traces of the low total light-scattering
tensity reflecting the homodyne conditions,~log denotes decima
logarithm!.
-
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FL~qv!5~c`
2 2c0

2!q2@ f̃ Fa~v!1~12 f̃ !Fb~v!#,
~4.2!

with Fa andFb being, respectively, the parts of the memo
function describing the slow~a! and the fast~b! processes,
which are considered as Debye-like ones:

F i5
1

v F ivt i

12 ivt i
G , i 5a,b, ~4.3!

f̃ is a parameter accounting for the relative weight of the t
processes. In this sense,f̃ can be related to the magnitude
the longitudinal modulus that is relaxed by the slow proce

f̃ 5
ca`

2 2c0
2

c`
2 2c0

2 . ~4.4!

With this imposition, an additional sound velocityca` has
been introduced that can be obtained when the relaxation
of the slow~fast! process is much shorter~longer! than the
frequency, orvta@1 andvtb!1.

Under the above considerations the memory function w
read

FL~v!5F01
ca`

2 2c0
2

iv
1 i

c`
2 2ca`

2

v S tb

11 ivtb
D ,

~4.5!

where the first termF0 represents a background Brilloui
linewidth. Substituting Eq.~4.5! in Eq. ~4.1! there remains an
expression including the quantitiesF0 ,ca` ,c` ,tb , which
in the subsequent analysis are treated as free-fitting pa
eters.

B. Photon correlation spectroscopy

The information obtained by light scattering from an is
tropic medium depends on the polarization of the inciden
respect the scattered light.6~a! Fluctuations in dielectric con-
stantd«zz(q,t) determine the electric-field correlation func
tion CVV(q,t) of the polarized scattered light. In a single
component systemd«zz(q,t) is proportional to theqth
component of the number density fluctuationsdr(q,t)
5( j exp@iqr j(t)#, with r j (t) being the position of thej th
molecule,

CVV~q,t !5S ]«

]r D 2

^dr~q,t !dr~q,0!&/^udr~q,0!u2&.

~4.6!

In the depolarized geometry, scattered light is determined
the fluctuations ind«yz(q,t) that arises from the fluctuation
dayz(q,t)5( jayz

j (t)exp@iqr j(t)# in the molecular optical an-
isotropyayz(q,t), whereayz

j is theyz component of thej th
molecule. Then the corresponding normalized correlat
function reads

CVH~q,t !5^dayz~q,t !dayz~q,0!&/^udayz~q,0!u2&.
~4.7!

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the experimental time cor
lation functions, found to beq independent in the time do
main studied, present only one decay in both scattering

r
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ometries, namely thea process. Structural relaxation
frequently described by the stretched exponential
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts~KWW! equation that is used a
a two parameter,t* ,bK , fitting function,

g~ t !5exp@2~ t/t* !bK#. ~4.8!

The exponentbK , usually called the shape parameter, i
measure of the departure from the single exponential or
bye relaxation and seems to exhibit a correlation with
non-Arrhenius character of thea process.44 There is still no
consensus on the microscopic origin of Eq.~4.8!, e.g., if it
emerges from heterogeneous~single exponential with differ-
ent relaxing time scales! or homogeneous~intrinsic nonex-
ponential decay! relaxation.45

Approachingg(t) in a different way, the inverse Laplac
transform ~ILT ! analysis can be used. This procedure e
ploys a superposition of single exponential functions eme
ing from different spatial relaxing domains in the syste
being thus compatible with the heterogeneous scenario m
tioned above. Therefore, the field correlation function is
weighted sum of these individual contributions

g~ t !5E L~ logt!exp~2t/t!d logt, ~4.9!

where L(logt) reflects the distribution of the relaxatio
times and is directly provided by Laplace inverting the abo
relation. The advantage following this approach is that
assumptions are made on any particular form ofL(logt).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Brillouin scattering—fast process

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of
sound-velocity~solid squares! and the sound-absorption co
efficient ~solid circles!, obtained from the Brillouin peak po
sition and width after fitting the spectra with the damp
harmonic oscillator ~DHO! ansatz, i.e., Lorentzian line
shapes.S(q,v) reduces to the DHO form when the fast r
laxation term in Eq.~4.5! is neglected. The valuen51.8 was
used for the refractive index and was assumed constan

FIG. 3. Depolarized intensity correlation functions fitted wi
the KWW function@Eq. ~4.8!# for three different temperatures. In
set: Distribution of the relaxation times obtained by inverse Lapl
transform~ILT ! analysis@Eq. ~4.9!#.
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the temperature range studied, as usually occurs for the m
oxide glass-forming liquids.33 The main unexpected feature
revealed from the temperature dependence for the quan
cB andaB have been described in detail,5 and can be briefly
summarized as follows.~i! Strong relaxation takes place i
the sub-Tg region, reflected both in the sound-velocity rap
drop and more clearly in the rather large value of the abso
tion coefficient ~almost 50% of its maximum value!, near
Tg . ~ii ! The phonon energy dissipation maximumTmax oc-
curs at much lower temperature than the normally expec
Being more specific, as we have discussed,5 the Tmax2Tg
difference furnishes an insight of the fragile character of
supercooled liquid.46 In the case of As2O3 a very large dif-
ference should be expected that, in fact, is not observ
Furthermore, a second peak in theaB(T) curve is probably
hidden at high temperatures, whose beginning is reflecte
the change of the slope ofaB(T) around 500 °C.

From the above arguments it becomes evident that
relaxation process revealed by BS in the vicinity ofTg owns

e

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the viscoelastic param
of As2O3. Solid symbols: data from DHO analysis,cB ~squares!, GB

~circles!. Open symbols: parameters from fitting with the pheno
enological memory function@Eq. ~4.1!#, c` ~up triangles!, ca`

~down triangles!, c0 ~crosses!.

FIG. 5. Rayleigh-Brillouin spectra of As2O3 at the indicated
temperatures~open points! and best fits with Eqs.~4.1!–~4.5!, ~solid
lines!. Only 20% of the data points are plotted for better clarity.
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the features of a fast~secondary! b relaxation definitely dis-
tinct from the slow~primary! a relaxation. It is tempting,
thus, to try to unravel the subtle characteristics of this p
cess by using the ansatz of Eq.~4.1!–~4.5! to fit the experi-
mental data. The best curves are presented as solid lin
Fig. 5 displaying a satisfactory agreement between the
perimental data and the used model. The parameters o
model were obtained from least-squares fits taking into
count the broadening due to the instrumental response
convoluting each spectrum with the apparatus resolu
function. In Fig. 4 the viscoelastic parameters are prese
together with thecB andaB values obtained from the pos
tion and the width of the Brillouin peaks. The constant te
in the memory function,F0 in Eq. ~4.5!, appears eventually
as temperature independent with a value close to 13109

rad s21.
As expected, the high-frequency-sound velocityc` almost

coincides with the experimentally measuredcB at tempera-
tures close toTg . For higher temperatures the dependence
c` seems to deviate from a linear form, as usually happ
when treated as a free-fitting parameter. The alterna
choice is to force fit the spectra with a linear decreasingc`

that vanishes at the same temperature withc0 .43 On the other
hand,ca` , the high-frequency sound velocity that charact
izes the low-temperature response of the purea process, is
found smaller than the measured values ofcB indicating that
a portion of the relaxed modulus is due to the fastb process.
Similar behavior was found for the fast process for~o-
terphenyl! glass,47 but the closeness of the fast and slo
process~small temperature difference! made it impossible to
elucidate the features of the fast one for a broader temp
ture scale. On the contrary, the large separation of the
processes in As2O3 enables the estimation of the character
tics of the fastb process in the whole temperature range,
the first time. The close proximity ofca` and cB at high
temperatures, where the fastb process has already relaxed,
also an indication of the correct physical meaning of
extracted parameters. This further suggests thatca` will
evolve as the continuation ofcB , when thea process be-
comes active for the Brillouin frequency window, i.e., atT
.500 °C.

Under the guidelines of the model used, the lo
frequency sound velocityc0 does not enter in the fitting pro
cedure. However, a rough estimation of its magnitude can
obtained as follows. According to Eq.~4.4!, the parameterf̃
is defined as the relative weight of the two processes refl
ing the amount of the longitudinal modulus relaxed by t
slowest one. This contribution can be independently c
cluded through the density autocorrelation functions. Spe
cally, the ‘‘contrast’’ ofg(t), a, is indicative of the scattered
intensity with dynamics slower than 1026 s; thus the follow-
ing approximation may hold,a' f̃ . Within the temperature
range of PCSf̃ assumes the value of 0.7; then Eq.~4.4!
yields forc0 the values plotted in Fig. 4. It can be discern
from the magnitude and the temperature dependence oc0
that it would assume values comparable with these ofcB
when thea process will be relaxed. This is expected to occ
at a temperatureT'4Tg ~see Fig. 9 below!.

A significant outcome of the fit is the relaxation time
the fast process and its temperature dependence as we
-
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Fig. 6 the relaxation times are reported~open circles! for the
temperature range of the Brillouin-scattering measureme
The data are found to follow an Arrhenius law with lo
activation energy, as expected for fast relaxations. The a
vation energy of this fast process (E/kB) results to about
2700 K, while values of about 800 K are reported for the f
process when fragile systems are considered.47 This differ-
ence could be understood on the basis of the contrasted
ture of fast relaxations in strong and fragile liquids, as d
cussed below. A rough estimate for the activation energy
this process is also obtained from the frequency depende
of the Tmax. The absorption maximum at hypersonic fr
quencies yields for the relaxation timetmax'1.91310211s
at 270 °C. The ultrasonic loss measurements, far belowTg ,
for As2O3 provide two more values for the relaxation time.40

These values result in an activation energy comparable w
the one mentioned above. This temperature dependenc
plotted as a solid line in Fig. 6.

The issue of different activation energies for the fast
laxation times may be related to the mechanism genera
fast-localized motions, which in turn become evident as f
relaxations. The basic idea is the existence of two-level s
tems in a glass where the energy of each system is desc
by an asymmetric double-well potential,48 in which the
asymmetry and the height barrier between the two wells
pend on neighboring local structure. Some external par
eters govern the population of the two levels and the tra
tion between the two minima is the reason for the onset o
relaxational process. This concept applies for both strong
fragile systems; the essential difference between them ha
be sought in the way that temperature affects the neighbo
environment of the relaxator and hence the potential w
stability. Being more specific, in strong glasses the shap
an asymmetric double-well potential is expected to cha
less when temperature alters, compared with the corresp

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the mean relaxation t
The BS and PCS data reveal the large gap in the dynamics of A2O3

at the same temperature. The ultrasonic~solid triangles! and the BS
relaxation times fromTmax ~open up triangle! seem to conform
nicely to an Arrhenius temperature with very low activation ener
The same temperature dependence is obeyed from the relax
times obtained from fits to individual spectra~open circles!. In the
inset we have magnified the PCS region. The vertical dashed
indicatesTg .
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ing in fragile systems. As a result, thermal activation in fra
ile structures is facilitated also by changes in the feature
the potential well. On the contrary, in strong glasses,
local environment of a relaxing unit preserves the stability
the potential well rendering the intrawell relaxation time
well-defined quantity. In other words, the relation of t
characteristic time for the relaxing unittb compared to the
fluctuation rate of the well itself,vw

21, may have a strong
impact of the observed difference in activation energies. T
‘‘adiabatic’’ limit tb!vw

21 corresponds to strong—while th
opposite limit,tb@vw

21, to fragile—glasses. A qualitatively
different relaxation pattern in the fast dynamics regime w
recently found in computer simulations when the mic
scopic dynamics was altered exhibiting Newtonian
Brownian behavior.49 More specifically, Newtonian dynam
ics results in abrupt fastb decay separated from the slow
one by a well-defined plateau, while in the stochastic dyna
ics ~Brownian! approach the decay is much more gent
From the experimental point of view it is obvious that inte
actions in strong glasses are mainly of deterministic cha
ter ~Newtonian! while in fragile ones stochastic dynamic
prevail.

Another interesting feature of the examined system, t
deserves to be addressed, is the strong sound-velocity v
tion ~almost 60%! nearTg , and the persistence of relaxatio
even in the sub-Tg region. This observation combined wit
the fact that the boson peak of As2O3 experiences a vibra
tional softening,50 stands at the basis of the vibratio
relaxation model that attributes a vibrational origin to the f
process.51 This arises from the notion that fast relaxatio
appearing deep in the glassy state cannot be assigned to
processes but they are rather related to anharmonic dou
well potentials.

In Ref. 5 we commented on the necessity for employin
structure-specific mechanism in order to account for this
mode that was found in the strongly correlated supercoo
state for As2O3. This mechanism was further generalized a
found to be compatible with our low-frequency Raman d
for this system.50 In the framework of this structural mecha
nism in an oxide glass there can be a variety of differ
local environments conserving, to some extent, the lo
structure of the different crystalline phases that the mate
possesses. These states correspond to the various
minima of the free-energy curve where their energy diff
ence and the barrier height between them depends on
neighboring environment. Thus, a propagating phonon
be resonantly absorbed by the two-level systems resultin
the observed dissipation. This attempt at utilizing fast rel
ations through two-level systems is one of the few that e
ployees a certain molecular entity processing two metast
configurations; where the interplay between these co
sponds to the hopping over the potential barrier.40,52

It should be noted here that two kinds of structu
changes have been obtained by molecular-dynamics sim
tions in B2O3.

53 In the process taking place below 1500
the 67% of B atoms that were initially twofold coordinate
are gradually decreased upon cooling by transforming
threefold coordinated. In the second structural change be
1000 K part of the threefold-coordinated B atoms are furt
increasing their bonding rendering the structure a mixture
both three- and four-coordinated B atoms. The second
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cess follows qualitatively the idea that we have developed
Ref. 50 in order to account for the fast relaxations obser
in strong oxide glasses. The significant factor seems to be
existence into the amorphous phase of microdomains, wh
facilitate the formation~in a distorted way! of the different
crystalline structures that the material possess. Dynamic
erogeneity arises naturally from these considerations. On
other hand, the process involving the disruption of the str
tural unit itself is reminiscent of the continuation of the p
mary ora relaxation in the liquid state.

Before closing this section it should be useful to try
check in some way the validity of the structural mechani
envisioned in Ref. 5, to explain the nature of the fast proce
If the proposed scheme is intuitively correct, then it is e
pected that thecB(T) curve should be restricted between t
limits posed by the sound velocities of the two crystalli
polymorphs, claudetite I and II. A rough estimate of t
mean-velocity ratio for these crystals,R5^cI&/^cII&, where
^ci&, i 5I,II denotes the product of the longitudinal and th
two transverse velocities, can be made by the follow
equation«5kBT@ ln^cI&/ ln^cII&#.54 Using the above equation
and data from Ref. 32 we findR'1.55. Furthermore, we se
from Fig. 4 that the ratio of the low-T ~glass,cg↔cI! to the
high-T ~liquid, cl↔cII! velocities is of the same magnitud
with R, cg /cl'1.6, supporting the idea of the pseudotran
formation occurring in the supercooled liquid.

B. Photon correlation spectroscopy—a-relaxation

The KWW or stretched exponential function@Eq. ~4.8!#
was used to model the electric field time correlation funct
g(t). This three-parameter equation is found to fit adequa
the experimental data for As2O3 as shown in Fig. 3 for three
different temperatures in the supercooled state. The s
lines represent the KWW function that was found to assu
for the shape parameter virtually the same mean va
^bK&50.8260.02 for both density and orientation fluctua
tions, characterizing this system as one of the strong
glass-forming liquids in Angell’s classification.55 The tem-
perature dependence of^bK& is shown in Fig. 7, and the
corresponding ILT analysis of these time correlation fun

FIG. 7. Stretching exponent as a function of temperature
density and orientation scattering geometries. Solid and das
lines denote linear temperature dependence.
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tions is presented as an inset. The apparent similarity
tween the different distributions of the relaxation times a
the lack of any bimodal pattern in the ILT peaks is in acco
with the KWW fitting procedure.

Adopting the idea that the shape parameterbK is an indi-
cation of the cooperative dynamics and noting that it has
same magnitude for both scattering geometries, it can
concluded that density and orientation fluctuations
strongly correlated exhibiting the same degree of coope
ivity. This is, to some extent, expectable for networkli
structures where the covalent bond is the dominant feat
Indeed, the microscopic origin of relaxation processes
only be understood by considering the specific features of
system under study. Considerable importance should be
to the geometrical characteristics of the relaxing unit and
nature of the chemical bonding between them. For syst
with simple molecules frequently exhibiting fragile behavio
rattling of particles in transient cages formed by their re
tively large number of neighbors~10–14! is employed as a
general picture of the fast relaxation mechanism. On the c
trary, for the relatively low coordination number~3–4! sys-
tems interacting with strong directional covalent bonds,
aforementioned mechanism~caging! ceases to capture
physical meaning. Consequently, certain structural chan
compatible with the ingredient of stable structural un
should be sought as possible mechanisms for relaxati
Among them can be envisaged movements such as:~i! small
fluctuations in the positions of the atoms~limited by their
localization length!, ~ii ! small distortions of the angles bridg
ing structural units. Of course, it is easily conceived th
these two kinds of motions closely associated with den
and orientation fluctuations are highly correlated in netw
glasses. This correlation arises from the fact that translatio
movements of a structural unit with strongly attached ve
ces involve also a small reorientation of its bonds.

The relaxation time obtained from the KWW analysis e
hibits strong temperature dependence as is normally
pected in the supercooled state. The temperature depend
of the relaxation time for both density and orientation cor
lation functions is plotted in Fig. 6. The values resulted fro
the fitting have been transformed to the mean relaxation t
through the relation

^t&5t* bK
21G~bK

21!, ~5.1!

whereG(x) is the gamma function. If the mean relaxatio
time is force-fitted to obey an Arrhenius temperature dep
dence nearTg , ^t&5t0 exp(Ta /T), then the effective activa
tion energyTa (Ta5Eeff /kB), and the microscopic relaxatio
time can be estimatedTa51.93104 K (37.4 kcal mol21)
andt051.67310217s. The limiting high-temperature valu
t0 is too short implying thus possible deviations from t
Arrhenius form. Using the above values,Tg can be estimated
as the temperature where the relaxation timet(Tg)'102 s,
this results inTg'163 °C, which is in excellent agreeme
with the experimental value.

Alternatively, the temperature dependence of the m
relaxation time can be described by a generalized Arrhe
relation55

^t&;expF DT0

~T2T0!nG , ~5.2!
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where the strength indexD, the ideal glass transitionT0 , and
the exponentn are temperature-independent quantities. T
value n51 leads to the simple Vogel-Fulcher-Tamma
~VFT! expression withT0 usually identified with the Kauz-
mann temperature,55 lying below Tg , and consequently be
ing dynamically inaccessible. A valuen5 3

2 emerges from a
two-fluid picture for a system near the glass-liqu
transition.56

From a modified Arrhenius plot, the fragilitym of a sys-
tem can be determined as the slope of the mean relaxa
time at the lowest-temperature interval given by the expr
sion

m5
d log10^t&
d~Tg /T!

U
T5Tg

. ~5.3!

The fragility index can be also calculated by the equival
expressionm5 log(t0

21)1logt(Tg),
55 where t0 is the pre-

exponential factor in a forced Arrhenius fitting. By using th
value found previously fort0 , the above equation yields fo
the fragility indexm'20 ~experimental valuem'19! imply-
ing that As2O3 is one of the strongest liquids as SiO2 and
GeO2.

44 The strength indexD is related to the fragility pa-
rameterm via the expressionm5161590/D, yielding the
valueD'200. With D fixed, the ideal glass transition tem
perature for As2O3 can be estimated to beT0'70 K. This
value is, as expected, very low compared withTg ; the reason
is that strong liquids exhibit their dynamic singularity at
ratio T0 /Tg , much lower than fragile ones.

Bimodal patterns of relaxation, apart from MCT and t
coupling model, are also predicted by two-fluid models.2~d!

The picture emerging from such models is a liquid struct
consisting of an isotropic fluid phase concentrated by den
regions that are dominated by long-lived order parame
fluctuations~OPF!, defining the defect-rich phase. OPF a
attributed to spatial fluctuations of finite wavelength and li
time. Temperature decrease results to defect clustering be
the melting point, and the reduced defect mobility as

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the inverse of the Land
Placzek ratio in a range including glass, supercooled liquid, and
melt. The straight line is the prediction of the two-fluid model
Ref. 2~d!. Inset: VFT prediction of the same model and the spec
temperature dependence of Ba¨ssler model valid at low tempera
tures,~ln denotes natural logarithm!.
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15 140 PRB 60S. N. YANNOPOULOS, G. N. PAPATHEODOROU, AND G. FYTAS
temperature is further lowered leads to a percolation of
defect regions at a point identified withTg . The two-fluid
model57 aims to rationalize the VFT relation, the Kauzma
paradox,56 and the recently observed ultraslow mode and
excess light-scattering intensity.57~a! The latter is produced by
concentration fluctuations of the defects, that modulate
refractive index of the medium, and becomes evid
through the Landau-Placzek~LP! ratio increase, when low
ering temperature. Simple thermodynamic fluctuation the
arguments have led to the result that the inverse of the
ratio should follow a linearT dependence, for low tempera
tures, as indeed is shown in Fig. 8. The intercept,58 TC

LP

'335 K, of 1/LP with theT axis designates the temperatu
at which defect fluctuations would lead to infinite exce
light-scattering due to the concomitant phase separatio
the liquid to defect-free and defect-rich phases. Howev
this expected phase separation is avoided because the
modynamically allowed OPF are kinetically prohibited
such low temperatures. The critical pointTc can be further
estimated by a VFT-type law predicted by the model.2~d!

Such a plot is seen in the lower inset of Fig. 8, where
obtained dynamic criticality is estimated to be atTc
'320 K, very close to the value obtained from the LP ra
temperature dependence; although higher enough from
T0 provided from the modified VFT relation. It should b
mentioned here that the spectra at such temperatures do
of course, exhibit infinite elastic scattering. It may be a
important the observation of the slope change in the 1/LP
T curve at a temperature close to theTmax, signalizing prob-
ably the onset of the defect-rich phase formation.

More recently, Vilgis has reported on a simple pheno
enological approach, to account for many experimental fa
related to the glass transition problem;59 this is based solely
on the energetic and structural randomness found in su
cooled liquids. The key feature of the model is the fluctu
tion of the coordination number,Dz, around the mean valu
z0 . This parameterDz can be used to discriminate betwe
simple liquids and network structures. The confinement
the atoms in the later case yields vanishingly small values
the fluctuationDz, while finite differences in the coordina
tion number are found in simple liquids. The strength ind
D is related toDz through D5 1

4 (z0 /Dz)2. This condition
naturally accounts for the strong-fragile classification, res
ing in Dz'0.1 for As2O3 (z052.4). This is an acceptabl
value for the fluctuation of the coordination number in stro
liquids, supported also by the neutron-diffraction results39

while values as large as 3 or 4 occur in simple liquids.60

It was also shown59 that in the limit Dz→0 the VFT
equation assumes a form, being valid at low temperature
proposed by Ba¨ssler,61 starting from a different point of view
~see upper inset in Fig. 8!. Bässler’s temperatureTB relates
to z0 and E0 parameters in Vilgis’ model viaTB
5z0E0/21/2. Thus, for As2O3, it is roughly estimated the
varianceE0'850 K ~1.7 kcal mol21! for the energy fluctua-
tions in the random-phase energy landscape character
this system. Beyond the strong-fragile discrimination,
most important prediction of the mentioned approach c
cerns the correlation between the Kohlrausch exponentbK
with other parameters,bK'12DzE0 /T, as well as the cor-
relation ofbK with fragility D5(T0 /Tg)2/@12bK(Tg)#2. A
calculation ofbK at T5573 K yields the valuebK'0.77 in
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relatively good agreement with the experimental value;
though the strength index is underestimated when obta
by the previous equation. Finally, it is worth mentioning
close dynamic similarity between the arsenic trioxide stud
here and two polymers; poly~n-hexylmethacrylate!,62~a! and
poly~n-lauryl methacrylate!,62~b! where in both cases slow
and fast processes were found nearTg .

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work we have dealt with the dynamic study of th
glass transition and the accompanying phenomena i
strong inorganic glass former. Fragility, cooperativity, d
namic heterogeneity, non-Debye behavior, and two-step
laxation processes are the most important discussed issu
glass transition. As a consequence, an understanding o
molecular origin of the dynamical features of supercoo
liquids is essential in the explanation of the mentioned c
cepts.

Fragility, an empirically introduced material property, r
flects the ease of structure change under temperature v
tions, and naturally relates to the kind of intermolecular
teraction. The density of minima of the energy surface
configuration space can be translated to the degree of
tuation of the coordination number.59 From this point of
view, As2O3 appears to be one of the strongest liquids w
m'19. The well-defined short-range order in such kind
covalently bonded materials enables the existence of o
up to a medium range. Consequently, quasiordered st
tures, modestly affected by temperature changes appear
fragile. A comparison of the different degree of the fragili
exhibited by some inorganic liquids can be seen in Fig.
The shaded region denotes the location of thea-relaxation
times, in the time region of the Brillouin spectroscopy, a
the expected value for As2O3 is marked by the double arrow

FIG. 9. Fragility plot for a class of inorganic liquids. As2O3, our
data; B2O3, data from Ref. 4~a!; ZnCl2 and ZnBr2, data from Ref.
29; CKN $2 Ca~NO3!2 3 KNO3%, data from Ref. 30~a!.
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at T'4Tg . However, for As2O3, the measured relaxatio
time is indicated by the crossed square.

Cooperativity, in its general sense, becomes impor
when cooling imposes sluggish behavior on the molecu
rearrangements and their diffusion. The spatial coordina
motion defines the cooperativity length.63 This concept is a
genuinedynamicfeature and consequently cannot be seen
the static structure factor as in the case of astaticcorrelation
length. Dynamic heterogeneity can be generally expresse
the presence in the liquid of a diverse set of spatial regio
The diversity stands on the basis that molecular proper
are differentiated at such regions. This idea has been con
ered as a possible candidate responsible for the onse
stretching and is supported experimentally by multidime
sional NMR studies.64 The stretching effect in As2O3 is al-
most negligible. The narrow distribution of relaxation tim
follows probably from the inability for structural changes
occur on a short range. Under these conditions relaxa
should take place through strains relief of the thre
dimensional network at an intermediate spatial range, p
on
n

-
m
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n
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nt
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serving the coordination polyhedra almost unperturb
Thus, proceeding via certain channels, relaxation is plaus
anticipated to be a topological property of the space in wh
the relaxator is embedded.65

The two-step decay relaxation scenario still remains o
of the puzzling features in viscous liquid dynamics. Fast p
cesses, in the picosecond time domain, are predicted as
early stages of relaxation by recently developed theories
phenomenological models. Their time dependence canno
undoubtedly answered with the available experimental d
In As2O3 a fast process revealed by the Brillouin-scatteri
technique, has been assigned to conformational transit
between specific liquid structures. These structural chan
are not expected to contribute to the network degradatio
such temperatures in contrast to the assignment of the
temperature process observed in B2O3.

14 It has indeed been
shown for B2O3 by using NMR spectroscopy,66 that its net-
work remains almost unchanged up to very high tempe
tures.
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